
Angol nyelv – III. kategória, mintafeladatok (általános iskola 7 – 8. osztály) 

 

I. Choose the best answer! Record your answer on the answer sheet (VÁLASZLAP)! 

1. What …………… when the bomb exploded? 

A) will you do   B) have you done   C) were you doing 

2.I used to work as a car mechanic. 

A) So did I.   B) So used I.    C) So I work. 

II. Read the following text and choose the best answer! Record your answer on the 
answer sheet! (VÁLASZLAP) 

But the next day I fell ill and I (1)………….. stay in bed for three weeks, which was very 

unusual for me.  

My little mistress went from her father’s bedroom to mine, and back again, and looked 

(2)………. us both with the greatest care.  

But I never wondered what she did in the evenings, when Mr Edgar (3)…………… to bed, 

and I no longer needed her help. 

I only discovered the truth on the first day I was able to get up. In the evening I 

(4)………………… to me, and I was surprised how sleepy she seemed.  

She went to bed early. I felt rather worried (5)……… her health, and went to her room an 

hour later to see if she needed anything.  

Her bedroom was empty. I sat there in the dark, waiting for her to return. 

 

1.  A) must    B) have to   C) had to 

2.  A) after    B) for    C) like 

3.  A) gone    B) has gone   C) had gone 

4.  A) asked her read   B) asked her reading C) asked her to read 

5.  A) about    B) for    C) of 

IV. There is one word in each line which is not needed. Cross out the unnecessary word. 
Record your answer on the answer sheet (VÁLASZLAP)! 



Dear Sir or Madam, 

1. I am writing in response to your advertisement where in which you invite applications  

2. from young actors. I am very interested in to applying for an audition. I believe  

3. I would be make a good actor and I am writing to give you more information about  

4. myself. I am interested in theatre. I take the part in the school play every year. Besides  

5. this, I have many interests and hobbies. I am play regularly for the school basketball  


